
Laligurans Rastriya HSS College 

New Baneshwor, Kathmandu 

Class-XII  Sci.                                    Model question    Set –A                                            FM-100  

Time-3hrs                                            Subject - Mathematics                                             PM-40 

Attempt  all the  questions from group A and select  group  B or C  . 

Group-A 

1.a. In how many ways can 8 people be  seated in a row of 8 seats so that two particular persons  never 

sit together?                                                                                                                                                               [2] 

b. if  x =  show that  y =  + ....................                                [2]……………..y − 2
y2 + 3

y3
− 4

y4
+  x + 2!

x2 + 3!
x3

 

c. let a and b be elements of a group (G, *) with identity  element  e . prove that if a*b=e then  b=a-1.[2] 

2.a. Find the equation of hyperbola if the distance between foci is 16 and eccentricity is .                  [2]√2  

  b. Find the ratio in which the yz-plane  divides the join of the points (-2,4,7) and (3,-5,8).                     [2] 

 c. Find the area of parallelogram determined by the vectors  + 2  +3   and -3  – 2  +   .i
→

j
→

k
→

i
→

j
→

k
→

 

[2] 

3.a.Using  L Hospital’s rule  evaluate :                                                                                [2]im x→0 l x2
xe −ln(x+1)x

 

 b. Evaluate :  .                                                                                                                                       [2]∫
 

 

dx
1+2 Sin x   

c. Solve the differential equation                                                                            [2] dx e dy .ex−y +  y−x = 0   

4.a. If n=10 ,ΣX=60 , Σy=60 , ΣX2=400 , ΣY2=580 and ΣXY=415 , find the correlation coefficients 

between two variables X and Y . 

[2] 

  b. A dice is thrown three times . Getting 2 or 3 is numbered as a success. Find the probability of getting 

two  success.                                                                                                                                                          [2]  

c. Differentiate  2tanh-1(tan )  w.r.to x .                                                                                                          [2]2
x  

5.a. From a group of 6 gentleman and 4 ladies  a committee of  5 is to be  forms . In how many ways can 

this be done including at least one lady?                                                                                                        [4] 

b .Show that the set Z of non zero residue classes modulo 5 ie Z={1,2,3,4}is  group under multiplication 

modulo 5 ie (Z,Χ5).                                                                                                                                              [4] 



6.a.Derive the equation of tangent to the parabola y2=4ax at  any point (x1,y1).                                     [4] 

 b. Find , from first principle ,the derivative of  ln(tan-1x).                                                                   [4] 

OR  ,      Verify  Rolle’s  theorem  for  f(x)=   on [-1,1].                                        [4] √1 − x2  

7.a. If three consecutive binomial coefficients in the expansion of (1+x)n be 165 , 330 and 461,  

find the value of n .                                                                                                                                     [4] 

 b. Evaluate :  .   OR                                                                              [4]dx∫
 

 
√sin2x

cosx−sinx dx ∫
 

 

1
3sinx−4cosx   

8.a. Solve :   xy  = x2 + y2  .                                                                                                                     [4]dx
dy  

b. state and prove theorem of total probability.                                                                                  [4] 

9. Find the angle between the lines whose direction cosines l,m,n  satisfy the equation  3l+5m+5n=0 and 

6mn-2nl+5lm=0.                                                                                                                                           [6] 

OR ,Show that the straight lines whose direction cosines are given by the relations ul+vm+wnand 

al2+bm2+cn2=0 are perpendicular if  u2(b+c) + v2(c+a) + w2(a+b) =0.                                                   [6] 

10. Prove vectorically in any triangle ABC:  a)   a= bCosC +cCosB       b)b2=c2+a2-2ca CosB.            [6] 

11.The equation of  two regression lines are  4X-5Y+33=0 and  20X-9Y=107. Find 

a. The  mean of X and Y.                                                  b. the regression coefficients . 

c. the correlation coefficient between X and Y            d.the ratio of standard deviation of X and Y    [6] 

Group-B 

[  OMIT  IT  ] 

Group-C 

16.a. Convert  the hexadecimal number  AFDC3  into  binary  form.                                                            [2] 

  b. Shade the feasible region  forx+y ≤6 ,  2≤x≤4   x,y≥0.                                                                             [2] 

 c. Examine whether  the equations.  2x+y=25 ;   2.001x+y=25.01  are ill conditiond ?                            [2] 

17.a. Solve  by Gauss elimination method:  2x+3y+4z=20  ; 3x+4y+5z=26 ; 3x+5y+6z=31 .                      [4] 

OR,Use Gauss seidel  method to solve  :  3x+y=6  ;  x- 3y=5 .  

b. Evaluate by Trapezodialrule  for   and  Estimate error in  n=4.                                            [4]inx dx∫
π

0
S  

18. Maximize  P= 100x +10 y subject to    2x+5y ≤20  ; 2x+y≤12  by Simplex  using method .                     [6] 



19.Using  method of bisection  find the root of the equation x3-x-4=0 lying between 1 and 2 correct to 

three decimal place. Also show that it has two  negative and one  positive root.                                        [6] 

OR ,Find the square root of  612 using Newton Raphson’s method  correct to 3 decimal places. 

Best of luck. 

LaliguransRastriyaHSS College 

New Baneshwor, Kathmandu 

Class-XII  Sci.                                    Model question    Set –B                                          FM-100  

Time-3hrs                                            Subject - Mathematics                                             PM-40 

Attempt  all the  questions from group A and select  group  B or C  . 

Group-A 

1.a. In how many ways can four boys and three girls be  seated in a row of seven seats  if they sit 

anywhere?                                                                                                                                                           [2] 

  b. Prove that + .................... =2 (1-log2).                                                 [2]1
1.3 + 1

2.5 + 1
3.7 +  

 c. Let G={0 ,1 ,2 } Form caley’s table for G under the multiplication modulo 3 .[2] 

2.a. Find the eccentricity and foci of the hyperbola      3x2-4y2=36.                  [2] 

 b. Find the equation of plane through the point (3 ,-4 ,5 )and parallel to the plane 3x -4y+5z =9.   [2] 

c. show that three points with position vectors  + 2  +4   ,  + 5  -   andi
→

j
→

k
→

i2
→

j
→

k
→

 

 + 8  -6 are collinear.                                                                                                                                [2]3i
→

j
→

k
→

 

3.a.Using  L Hospital’s rule  evaluate :                              [2]im x→0 l x3
x−sinx  

 b. Evaluate :  .                                                                                                                                       [2]∫
 

 

dx
ex+e−x 

  

c. Solve the differential equation                        [2] dy  dx .  √1 − x2 +  √1 − y2 = 0   

4.a. If n=5 ,ΣX=15 , Σy=25  , ΣY2=140 and ΣXY=78 , find the regression equation of  y on x .               [2]  

  b. Two dice are rolled once .what is the probability of getting a total of 7 or 9.[2]  

c. Find the value of  m if  + m  +   and     + 3  -6   are  orthogonal vectors.  [2]i− 3
→

j
→

k
→

4i
→

j
→

k
→

 

5.a. In how many ways can the letters of the word  TUESDAY be arranged? How many of these 

arrangements do not begin with T  ? How many begin with T and do not end with Y ?[4] 



b .Given the structure (G,*)with G={1 , ω, ω2} where ω represents cube root of unity and *stands for 

the binary operation of complex multiplication. Show that (G,*) is a group.                         [4] 

6.a.Derive the equation of  the parabola y2=4ax  . 

OR ,        find the equation of  Hyperbola  with focus at  (-5 , 0) and vertex at   (2 , 0)                           [4] 

 b. Verify  Rolle’s  theorem  for  f(x)=   on [2,4].                                                                        [4] √x2 − 4  

7.a. If three consecutive binomial coefficients in the expansion of (1+x)n be 165 , 330 and 461,  

find  the value of n .                                                                                                                                     [4] 

 b. Evaluate   [4]dx ∫
 

 

1
3sinx−4cosx   

8.a. Solve :   (1+x2) +2xy = 4 x3  .                                                                                     [4]dx
dy  

 b. A sample of 100 fuses is known to have an average 0f 5 defective fuses.  Three fuses of the sample 

are tested .what is the probability that  (i) exactly one  of them is defective?  (ii)at least one of them is 

defective ?                                                                           [4] 

9. Prove that the straight lines whose direction cosines are given by the relation al+bm+cn=0   and 

fmn +gnl+hlm=0 are perpendicular if   f/a  + g/b + h/c  =0                                                                         [6] 

10. Define product of two vectors. Prove vectorically that  Sin(A+B )= SinACosB+CosASinB.       [6] 

11.Find , from first principles, the derivative of   log tan-1x                                                                     [6] 

Group-B 

[  OMIT  IT  ] 

Group-C 

16.a. Convert  the hexadecimal number  A7DF  into decimal   form.                                                          [2] 

  b. Shade the feasible region  for0≤ x ≤60 ,  x+y≤80  y≥0.                                                                             [2] 

 c. Estimate the value of   by Trapezoidal rule.                                                                       [2]dx, n  ∫
4

0
x3  = 4  

17.a. Solve  by Gauss elimination method:  x-2y+3z=10  ; 2x+3y-2z=1 ; -x-2y+4z=13 .            [4]    OR, 

Use Gauss seidel  method to solve  :  3x+y=5 ;  x- 3y=5 .  

b. Evaluate the value by Simpson’s 1/3rule  for .                         [4]∫
2

0

dx
1+x4  



18. Derive the formula for Newton-Raphson method .Use it  to find the positive  root of  x2+3x-5=0 lying 

between 1 and 2 .                                                                                                                                                [6] 

19.Maximize Z= 18x +12 y+10z subject to 6x+y+2z ≤3  ; x+4y+z≤4   x,y,z≥0  by Simplex  using method. [6]  

Best of luck. 

LaliguransRastriyaHSS College 

New Baneshwor, Kathmandu 

Class-XII  Sci.                                    Model question    Set –C                                          FM-100  

Time-3hrs                                            Subject - Mathematics                                             PM-40 

Attempt  all the  questions from group A and select  group  B or C  . 

Group-A 

1.a. In how many ways can six students  be  seated in a row if two students insist on sitting next to 

eachother?                                                                                                                                                           [2] 

  b. Prove that + ....................=log2.                                                                       [2]1
1.2 + 1

3.4 + 1
5.6 +  

 c. Let G be set of subsets of the set {0 , 1}.Show that the operation of union on the set G is binary 

operation on G.                                                                                                                                                 [2] 

2.a. Find the eccentricity and foci of the  ellipse +   = 1.                                       [2]16
(x+2)2

9
(y−5)2

 

 b. Show that the direction cosine of a line equally inclined to the axes are   [2], ,± 1
√3 ± 1

√3 ± 1
√3  

c.ABCD is a parallelogram . G is the point of intersection of it’s diagonal sand if O is any point ,show that 

.                                                         [2]OA OG+ OB
→

+ OC
→

+ OD
→

= 4
→

→

 

3.a. Find the point on the curve y= 2x2+3x+5, the tangent at which is perpendicular  to 

the line x-5y+10=0.                                                                                                                                        [2] 

 b. Evaluate :  .                                                                                                                                       [2]∫
 

 

dx
x +a2 2   

c. If  and  are two vectors of  unit length and θis angle between them ,show that a→ b
→

in2
1 a||

→ − b
→|
| = s 2

θ  

[2]  

4.a.Solve .               [2]dx
dy = y

e +1x
  



b.  If n=12  , ∑x=240 ,∑x2=4860  and mode=18.6 find the coefficient  of skewness based on mean and 

standard deviation.                                                                                                                                        [2] 

c. If P(A)=2/3  and P(B)=3/5  and  if  A and B are independent, find P(AUB).                            [2] 

5.a. In how many ways can the letters of the word  FRIDAY be arranged? How many of these 

arrangements do not begin with F  ? How many begin with F and do not end with Y ?                       [4] 

b .Given the set of all integers Z.  Is * given by  a*b=a+b-ab    a binery operation on Z? (Z,*)forms a 

commutative group? 

OR,   If  a , b , c arethe elements of a group (G , 0).     (i)   if a0b=a0c  prove  b=c  

 (ii)    if b0a=c0a  prove  b=c.   [4] 

6.a.Provethat the  straight line y=mx+c touches the  parabola y2=4a(x+a) if c = am +   .a
m   

OR ,        find the equation of  Hyperbola  with focus at  (0 , 5) and vertex at   (0 , -3)                           [4] 

 b.     Find the direction cosines l ,m ,n  of two lines which are connected by the relations4l+3m-2n=0 

and      lm-mn+nl=0.                                                                                                                   [4] 

7.a.   Evaluate  [4]dx ∫
 

 

1
1+sinx+cosx  

 b. Solve:     = [4]dx
dy

x
y − Sin2

x
y      

8.a. Calculate Karl Pearson’s coefficient of correlation from the following.                                              [4] 

 

b.The probability of a man’s hitting a target is ¼. If 5 hitting are made , what is the probability of hitting a 

target (i)exactly once   (ii) exactly three (iii)none?                                                                               [4] 

9. If [(1+x)n  =  C0+C1x+C2x
2+……….+Cnx

n, prove C0Cn+C1Cn-1+………………+CnC0=    [6]2n!
n!n!  

10. Define vector product of two vectors. Interpret it geometrically.  

Prove vectorically    .       [6]a
sinA = b

sinB = c
sinC  

11. State mean value theorem .Interprete it geometrically. Verify mean value  theorem for the function 

f(x) = (x-1)(x-2) (X-3) in  [1,4]          [6] 

Group-B 

X 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 
Y 61 63 63 63 64 65 67 



[  OMIT  IT  ] 

Group-C 

16.a. Draw the graph of x≤ 2y + 3.                                                          [2] 

  b.   Convert the hexadecimal number    2E4B   in to binary   number.                                            [2] 

 c. Estimate the value of   by Trapezoidal rule.                                              [2]dx, n  ∫
2

1
x

logx  = 2  

17.a. Solve  by Gauss elimination method:  x+3y-2z=0  ; 2x-3y+z=1 ; 4x-3y+z=3 .                               [4]  

  OR,         Use Gauss seidel  method to solve  :  3x+y+z =5 ;  x- 4y+z=-2 ,  x+y-3z = -1 .  

b. Evaluate the value by Simpson’s 1/3 rule  for lnx dx   n=2 .                                               [4]∫
2

1
ex  

18.Show that the equation  f(x)=x3-x-4=0 has two negative roots and one positive root, and find the 

positive root with error less than 0.005.                                                                                [6] 

19.Maximize Z= 9x + y+ subject to 2x+y ≤8  ;4x+3y≤18   x,y,≥0  by Simplex  using method. [6]  

Best of luck. 

 

LaliguransRastriyaHSS College 

New Baneshwor, Kathmandu 

Class-XII  Sci.                                    Model question    Set –D                                          FM-100  

Time-3hrs                                            Subject - Mathematics                                             PM-40 

Attempt  all the  questions from group A and select  group  B or C  . 

                                                                                   Group-A 

1.a. In how many ways can the letter of the word  ELEMENT be arranged ?                            [2] 

  b. Show that    +……...                                                              [2] 2
1 e( + e

1) = 1 + 1
2! + 1

4! + 1
6!

 

 c. Let G = {0 , 1, 2}.Form a composition  table for G under addition modulo3 .                       [2] 

2.a. Find the eccentricity and foci of the  ellipse      +   = 1.                                                 [2]9
x2 y2

16  

b.  Show that the line joining the points (1 ,2 ,3 )and (4 ,5 , 7) is parallel to the line joining the  



points (-4 , 3, -6) and (2 ,9 ,2)                                                                                                              [2] 

 c. Find the cosine of the angle between two  vectors   2  +  +   ,   and  + 3  -5    .                      [2]i
→

j
→

k
→

4i
→

j
→

k
→

 

3.a. Using  L Hospital’s rule  evaluate :  [2]im x→0 l x−sinx
tanx−x  

 b. Evaluate :  .                                                                                                       [2]∫
 

 

dx
√2ax−x2

  

c. If   prove that  and  are perpendicular vectors.[2]a||
→ − b

→|
| = a||

→ − b
→|
| a→ b

→
  

4.a.            Solve  .                                                                                                                 [2]−dx
dy = 1−cos os 2x c

1+cos os 2y c
 

b.  If ∑(x-  )(y-  ) =35 ,∑(x-  )2=40  and∑(y-  )2=63  find the correlation coefficient between twox y x y  

variables.                                                                                                                                                 [2] 

c. A card is drawn at random from well shuffled deck of 52 cards. What is the probability that it is a 

spade  or a diamond ?                                                                                                                                [2] 

5.a. In how many ways can the letters of the word COMPUTER  be arranged so that      (i) all the vowels 

are always together?      (ii) the vowels may occupy only odd positions ? [4] 

b .Show that the set T ={-1 , 1} forms a group under multiplicationoperation. 

OR,   If a,bϵ(G,*) , show that (a*b)-1=b-1 *a-1  .                                                                                            [4] 

6.a.Show that the normal to the parabola  y2= 8x at ( 2 , 4)meets the parabola again in(18 , -12) 

OR ,        find the coordinates of the  vertices ,eccentricity ,and coordinates of foci of the 

hyperbola   5x2  - 20y 2- 20x = 0           [4] 

 b.     Find the  equation of plane through (-2 , 3 , 4)  and perpendicular to the planes  

 2x+3y+4z = 6 and 3x + 2y + 2z = 8.                                                                                                          [4] 

7.a.   Evaluate  [4]dx ∫
 

 

1
3+4 osh  xcosh c  

 b. Solve:  x   =  [4]dx
dy  tany − x x

y      

8.a. The equation of two regression lines are 3X+4Y=65  ,  3X+Y=32, find   ,  bYX , bXY and rXY [4],X   Y  

 b.   State and prove the theorem of total probability for anytwo events .           [4] 

9. sum to infinity the following series    1 +  + [6]2!
1+2 ……………….3!

1+2+22
+   

10. Define scalar product of two vectors.  Prove vectorically Cos(A-B)=CosA.CosB +SinA.SinB  .[6] 



11. State Rolle’s theorem .Interprete it geometrically. Verify Rolle’s  theorem for the function 

f(x) = x (X-3)2 in  [0,3]                                                                                                                               [6] 

Group-B 

[  OMIT  IT  ] 

Group-C 

16.a. Draw the graph of   3x+4y ≤ 24  ,    0≤y≤4,        x,y≥0.[2] 

  b.   Convert5647  in to the hexadecimal number   .                                            [2] 

 c. Estimate the value of   by Trapezoidal rule.                                                      [2]dx, n  ∫
2
π

0
√sin in x s  = 2  

17.a. Solve  by Gauss elimination method: 3x+4y-5z=18  ; 2x-y+8z=13 ; 5x-2y+7z=20 .                       [4]  

  OR,         Use Gauss seidel  method to solve  :  2x+y+4z =8 ;  3x+5y+2z=15 ,  2x+y+z = 5 .  

b. Evaluate the value by Simpson’s  rule  for lnx dx   n=6 .                                                     [4]inx∫
π

0
s  

18.Find the root of  equation  f(x)=x3-2x-5=0  lying between 2 and 3 correct to three places of decimals 

by successive bisection method.                                                                                                     [6] 

19.Maximize Z= 5x +7 y+ subject to 2x+3y ≤13  ; 3x+2y≤12   x,y,≥0  by Simplex  using method.  

OR ,  Solve 2x2-3x -1=0 using Newton-Raphson’s method taking x0=1 within error less than 10-4 . [6]  

Best of luck. 

 

LaliguransRastriyaHSS College 

New Baneshwor, Kathmandu 

Class-XII  Sci.                                    Model question    Set –E                                          FM-100  

Time-3hrs                                            Subject - Mathematics                                             PM-40 

Attempt  all the  questions from group A and select  group  B or C  . 

Group-A 

1.a. A person has got 12 acquaintances of whom  8 are relatives. In how many ways can he invite 7 

guests so that 5 of them may be  relatives?                            [2]  



  b. Find the 10thterm  of (2x2+  )12  .    [2]x
1  

 c. In a group (G , *)if  a=a-1 for all aϵG, then show that  G is abelian..                       [2] 

2.a. Find the equation of parabola whose vertex is at (-1, 1) and directrix is  y=2. [2] 

b.   If  are direction cosines of a line  ,prove cos22  +cos2  + cos 22 =-1.[2] , β , γα   α 2β   γ  

 c. Show that the points with position  vectors   2  + -   , 3  -2  +   and  + 4  -3 are collinear .i
→

j
→
k
→

i
→

j
→

k
→

i
→

j
→

k
→

 

[2] 

3.a.Prove :  =1                                                [2]im x→0 l x
e −1x

 

 b. Evaluate :  .                                                                                                     [2]∫
 

 

dx
(sinx+cosx)2   

c. For any vectors  , and    prove   ×(  ×  ) +    × (  × ) +    ×(  × ) =0 .                       [2]a→ b
→

c→ a→ b
→

c→ b
→

c→ a→ c→ a→ b
→

 

4.a.   Solve  x2dy -y2 dx  =0                                                                                                                        [2] 

b.  Find the regression equation of y on x when ∑x=15 , ∑y=25 , ∑y2=140 , ∑xy=78 , and n=5.    [2] 

c.If P(A)=0.5 ,  P(B)=0.6  and    P(AUB)=   0.68  find P(A∩B).[2] 

5.a. Suppose that in a certain city 40% of all recorded births are males. Suppose we select 5 birth record, 

then what is probability that     (i) exactly 3 of them are  males?  (ii) at least  4 are males?            [4] 

b .In the residue class Z4 ={0 , 1 ,2 , 3}  , prepare cayley’s table for multiplication modulo 4. Does the 

identity element exists? Does inverse of each elements exists? Justify  your answer. 

OR,  Given the structure (G,*)with G={1 , -1, i , -i} where i represents imaginary unit and *stands for the 

binary operation of  complex multiplication. Show that (G,*) is a group.                                            [4] 

6.a.Derive the condition that the line y= mx+c will be tangent to the parabola y2 =4ax.  

OR ,        find the coordinates of the  vertices ,eccentricity ,and coordinates of foci  of the 

hyperbola   5x2  - 20y 2- 20x = 0                                                                                                                 [4] 

 b.     Find the  equation of plane through (-1 , 1 , -1) and (6 , 2 , 1) and perpendicular to the plane 

 2x + y + z = 5                                        .                                                                                                          [4] 

7.a.   Evaluate .                                                                                                                 [4]cosbx dx ∫
 

 
eax  

 b. Solve:      2xy y 2- x2      [4]dx
dy =   



8.a   Calculate Karl Pearson’s coefficient of correlation from the following.                                              [4] 

b.  If [(1+x)n  =  C0+C1x+C2x
2+……….+Cnx

n, prove C0
2+C1

2+C2
2 +………………+Cn

2 = [4]
(n!)2
(2n)!

 

9. sum to infinity the following series    1 +  +                                                  [6]2!
1+2 ……………….3!

1+2+22
+   

10. Define scalar product of two vectors.   Prove vectorically  Cos(A-B)=CosA.CosB +SinA.SinB  .      [6] 

11. State Legrange’s mean value theorem . Interprete it geometrically. Verify it  for the function  

f(x) = xsinx  in  [- , ,]                                                                                         [6]2
π

2
π  

Group-B 

[  OMIT  IT  ] 

Group-C 

16.a. Draw the graph of   x-4y ≤ 12  ,    0≤x≤4,       y≤0 .                                                                        [2] 

  b.   Convert   5C6D  in to the binary number   .                                                                           [2] 

 c. For the equations   x-y =1  ,  x-1.01y =0 , test whether system is ill-conditioned?                        [2] 

17.a. Solve  by Gauss elimination method: 2y+3z=7  ; 3x-2y+z=1 ; 2x+3y-3z=5 .                       [4]  

  OR,         Use Gauss seidel  method to solve  :  3x+y-z =2 ;  2x-5y+z=20 ,  x-3y-8z = 3 .  

b. Evaluate the value by Simpson’s  rule  for   dx   n=4 .                                                        [4]inx∫
π

0
s  

18.Find  the root of  equation  f(x)=x3-18=0  lying between 2 and 3 correct to three places of decimals by 

successive bisection method.                                                                                                                   [6] 

19.Maximize Z= 5x +7 y+ subject to 2x+3y ≤13  ; 3x+2y≤12   x,y,≥0  by Simplex  using method.  

OR ,  Solve x4-x -9=0 using Newton-Raphson’s method taking x0=1 within error less than 10-4 . [6]  

Best of luck. 
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Shree Laligurans Rastriya HSS College 

New Baneshwor, Kathmandu 

Class-XI   Science                               Model Question Set - A                                          FM-100 

Time-3hrs                                            Subject – Mathematics                                             PM-40 
Attempt all the questions. 

Group-A (5X3)X2)=30 

1.(a) Solve the inequality |2x+3|≤ 5 and draw its graph. 

(b) Define  function.Let A = {1,2,2,4}.Find the relation on A  satisfying  the Condition  x+y ≤ 4. 

(c) Draw the graph of  y=2x . 

2.(a) Solve:  sinx + √3cosx = √2. 

(b)      prove that   tan-1x + tan-1y = tan-1  



 (c) If H be the harmonic mean between a and b ,Prove  that . 

3.(a) If a and b are positive numbers such that    ,find  a and b . 

(b) Solve:  x - 2y = 3,  2x + y =1  by inverse matrix    Method.  

 (c) If x + iy = Prove that  x2 + y2 =1. 

4.(a) For what value of ‘a ‘will the equation   x2 - (3a-1)x  +2(a2-1) = 0 have equal roots?  . 

(b) If the acute angle between the lines  x-√3y =a  and  kx-  y =b is 300 find the value of k. 

(c) Evaluate :  

 

5. (a)   Evaluate : . 

(b)     Find  if x = a(cos t + t. sin t) , y = a(sin t – t. cos t) 

(c)  Find the differential coefficient of  y = eax.Sin bx 

Group-B [(5X2)X4=40] 

 

6.  (a) Construct the truth table and show that the statement    (~p Λ q) => (p v q) is a tautology.  

  (b) Prove that (yz)logy-logz.(zx)logz-logx.(xy)logx-logy=1. 

7.  (a) Draw the graph of y = (½)x . 

(b) If  .Prove that C=600. 



8. (a) Find the geomeric mean G between a and b. Also  prove that  

  (b)  Prove :         =2(a+b)(b+c)(c+a) . 

9.  (a) Solve by Cramer’s  rule:  x-2y-z=-7 , 2x+y+z=0 ,   3x-5y+8z=13. 

    (b)  If α and β are the roots of px2 +qx+q=0 ,Prove that      

10.  (a)  If p1 and p2 are the length of perpendicular drawn from  the points (cos a, sin a) and (-sec a, 

cosec a) on th   line    x sec a + y cosec a = 0 respectively , prove  that = 4. 

(b)  Find , from  first  principle, the derivative of   y = . 

Group-c [5X6=30] 

 

11. If a = 2, b = √6, A = 450,  solve the triangle. 

.  

12. State and prove De Moivre’s theorem. 

13.  Prove :    =1 . 

14. Find the equation to the pair of straight lines joining  the      origin to the intersection of the straight 

line y = mx + c and  the curve x2 + y2 = a2 . Prove that they are at right angle if  2c2 = a2 (1+m2 ) . 

15. Find the maxima and minima and Points of inflection of  f(x) = 4x3 -6x2 -9x+1 on the interval (-1 , 2). 

Also determine whether the graph is concave upward or downward at x = 1. 

 

 

-The End- 



 

Shree Laligurans Rastriya HSS College 

New Baneshwor, Kathmandu 

Class-XI   Science                               Model Question Set – B                                       FM-100 

Time-3hrs                                            Subject – Mathematics                                             PM-40 

                                                                 Attempt all the questions. 

Group-A (5X3)X2)=30 

1.(a) Define conjunction of two statements. Prepare truth table for  ̃ (p∨q) .  

(b) Fined the domain of the   function      y = .√x − 2  

(c) Test the periodicity and symmetricity of the fiunction   y = Cos2x . 

2.(a) Solve:  sinx -cosx = √2. 

(b)        Using principle of mathematical induction  Prove:  1+2+3+4+  ………+n=   .2
n(n+1)

 

 (c )      If  A=  Find (AB)T.  

3.(a) If  be a complex cube root of unity ,find the value of : (1- )4(1+ )4 .ω ω + ω2 ω − ω2  

(b)         Solve:  x - 2y = 3,  2x + y =1  by  Cramer’s rule.  

 (c) Form a quadratic equation whose one of the root is  (3-2i). 

4.(a) Find the equation of straight line passing through (3,-2) and perpendicular to the line 2x -3y =5  . 

(b)        Find the equation  of circle passing through (2,-2) and  concentric with the circle x2+y2-4x+2y-5=0. 

(c) Evaluate :  

5. (a)   Find the derivative of     . 

(b)     Evaluate   3 dx.otx(logsin x)∫
 

 
C  



(c)  Examine the increasing or decreasing of the function f(x)=15x2-14x+1 at  x=2/5  and x= 5/2. 

Group-B [(5X2)X4=40] 

 

6.  (a) Define  union and intersection of two sets. If A , B and C are any three non empty sets , prove that 

A (B∩C) =(AUB)∩(AUC).⋃  

    OR, if  x R and a id any positive real number , prove   and conversely.∈ ⇒x| | < a − a < x < a  

  (b) Draw the graph of     f(x)=(x-4)2-8     with its characteristics.  

7.  (a) If     cos-1x + cos-1y + cos-1z =   show that  x2+ y2+ z2 +2xyz = 1.π  

OR , State sine law.    Prove   :  .cot2
1 (B )− C = b+c

b−c
2
A  

(b)  Prove:  .ab c a)a b c a  b  c  bc ca ab |
|

2 2 2 |
| = (a )− b (b )− c (c )− a ( + b + c  

8. (a) Solve by row equivalent matrix method:  x-2y-z=-7 , 2x+y+z=0 , 3x-5y+8z=13 . 

  (b)   If the roots of the equation (a2+b2) x2-2(ac+bd)x +(c2+d2) =0 are equal , show that  .b
a = d

c  

9.  (a) Find the equation of tangent to the circle x2+y2-2x-4y-4=0  which are perpendicular to  3x-4y=1. 

    (b)  Evaluate :  . 

10.  (a)  Find the area bounded by the curve   y2=4ax and the line x=a. 

(b)  Find , from  first  principle, the derivative of   y = . 

Group-c [5X6=30] 

 

11. Define function. State the condition for the function to be bijective. Show that f(x)= 3x-5 ,  x  R isε  

bijective function .Also find the inverse function of  f. 

12. Find the  nth term and the sum of  n terms of the series     3.12+5.22+7.32+ ……    . 

13.  Show that the homogeneous equation of degree two in x and y always represents pair of straight 

line passing through the origin. Also find the angle between them. 

14. Define complex number . Express a complex number into polar form. State De-Moivre’s theorem , 

use it to find the cube root of unity . 



15.What are the criteria for a function y= f(x)  to have the local maxima and local minima at a point? Find 

the maxima and minima and Points of inflection of  f(x) = 4x3 -6x2 -9x+1 on the interval (-1 , 2). Also 

determine the point of infection.  

OR, a spherical ball of salt dissolving in water decreases its volume at the rate of  0.75 cm3/min . Find the 

rate at which the radius if the salt is decreasing when the radius is 6 cm 

                                                                                    -The End- 

 

 

Shree Laligurans Rastriya HSS College 

New Baneshwor, Kathmandu 

Class-XI   Science                               Model Question Set – C                                       FM-100 

Time-3hrs                                            Subject – Mathematics                                             PM-40 

                                                                 Attempt all the questions. 

Group-A (5X3)X2)=30 

1.(a) Write inverse and converse of the statement   ‘if 3 is an odd number, then 6 is not an odd 

number’ .  

(b) Let  f : A    be given by  f(x)=2|x|+3 where A={-2,0,1,2] Fined the range of   f  .R→  

(c) Test  whether the function f(x)=x secx +tanx  is  even , odd or neither . 

2.(a) Prove:  sin-1 x +cos-1 x = .2
π  

(b)        Using principle of mathematical induction  Prove:  2+4+6+  ………+2n= n2+n  . 

 (c )      Find the inverse of  

3.(a)     Find the value of      in + in+1 + in+2 + in+3 . 

(b)         Solve:  3x - 2y = 4,  2x - y =3  by inverse matrix method. 

 (c)       Determine the nature of the roots of the equation 2x2+3x-2=0. 

4.(a)    For what value of  k will three points (1,4) (-3,16) and (k,-2) collinear . 



(b)        Find the equation  of circle which has the points (2,3) and (-2,0) as end of diameter. 

(c) Evaluate :  

5. (a)   Find the derivative of     . 

(b)     Evaluate    .ogx dx∫
 

 
l  

(c)   Determine where the  curve   f(x)=2x3-6x2+5  is concave upward and downward . 

Group-B [(5X2)X4=40] 

 

6.  (a) Define  complement of set and symmetric difference of  two sets. If A , B and C are any three non 

empty sets , prove that  A (BUC) =(A-B) (A-C).− ⋂  

    OR, Define absolute value of real number . Rewrite |2x-1|≤5 without using modulus sign. Also, draw 

the graph of inequality. 

  (b) Draw the graph of     f(x)=  - x2 + 4x - 3     with its characteristics.  

7.  (a) If     sin-1x + sin-1y + sin-1z =   show that x  + y + z   =2xyz  .π  √1 − x2  √1 − y2  √1 − z2  

OR , State sine law.    Prove   :tan  .cot2
1 (B )− C = b+c

b−c
2
A  

(b) Without expanding  Prove:  =01 1 1 bc ca ab a(b ) b(c ) c(a ) | + c + a + b |  

8. (a) Solve by row equivalent matrix method or inverse matrix method :  x+y+z=1 , x+2y+3z=4 , 

x+3y+7z=13 . 

  (b)  If the equation  x2+px+q=0 and  x2+qx+p=0have a common root , prove that either p=q or p+q+1=0 . 

9.  (a) Derive the equation of tangent to the circle x2+y2 =a2 at any point (x1,y1). 

    (b)  Evaluate :  . 

10.  (a)  Find the area bounded by the curves   y2=4ax and the line x2=4ay. 

(b)  Find , from  first  principle, the derivative of   y = . 



Group-c [5X6=30] 

 

11. Define domain and range of a function. Find the domain and range of  f(x)=  . √21 x− 4 − x2  

12. If  AM between two positive number a and b (a  b) is twice their GM, prove that  a:b=2+  : 2-  .> √3 √3  

13. what are three standard equations of straight lines ?  If p and p’ be length of perpendiculars from 

origin to the lines  x cos -y sin  =a cos2  ,prove that 4p2+p’2 =a2.θ θ θ  

14. Define complex number . State De-Moivre’s theorem , use it to find the square root of  4 +4  i.√3  

15.What are the criteria for a function y= f(x)  to have the local maxima and local minima at a point? Find 

the maxima and minima and Points of inflection of  f(x) = x3 -6x2 +9x-2. Also determine the point of 

infection , if any. 

OR, the volume of a spherical balloon is increasing at the rate of 25 cubic cm/sec. Find the rate of 

change of its surface at the instant when its radius is 5 cm. 

                                                                           -The End- 

 

                                             Shree Laligurans Rastriya HSS College 

New Baneshwor, Kathmandu 

Class-XI   Science                               Model Question Set – D                                       FM-100 

Time-3hrs                                            Subject – Mathematics                                             PM-40 

                                                                 Attempt all the questions. 

Group-A (5X3)X2)=30 

1.(a) Define tautology. Write a truth table for pvq⇒q . 

(b)        If  A={1,2,3} find a relation on a  given by x+y≥4 . 

(c) Test the periodicity and symmetricity of  the function f(x)=cos x . 

2.(a) Solve:  tan2x = tanx. (- )≤x≤ππ  

(b)        Using principle of mathematical induction  Prove:  1+3+5+  ………to n terms= n2  . 



 (c )      Find :  

3.(a)     If  x+iy  =   prove  x2+y2=1.a−ib
a+ib  

(b)         Solve the following equation if possible:  5x - 3y = 9,  10x -6 y =16 . 

 (c)      If the equation x2+(k+2)x+2k=0 has equal roots, find k. 

4.(a)    Show that the  points (1,2) and (2,-4) lie on the opposite side of the line 5x+2y=3  . 

(b)        Find the equation  of circle with centre at (2,3) and diameter  6. 

(c) Test the continuity of   f(x) at x=2 if  f(x) =   

5. (a)   Find the derivative of   sec2(tan .)√x  

(b)     Evaluate    .logx dx∫
 

 
ex  

(c)   The side of a square sheet is increasing at the rate of 5cm/sec. At what rate is the area increasing 

when the side is 12cm.long . 

Group-B [(5X2)X4=40] 

 

6.  (a)  Define complement of a set. State and prove De-Morgan’s law for any two sets . 

    OR, Define absolute value of real number .For any two real numbers x and y , prove |x+y|≤|x|+|y|. 

  (b) Draw the graph of     f(x)=  - x2 + 4x - 3     with its characteristics.  

7.  (a) If     tan-1x + tan-1y + tan-1z =   show that x + y + z  =xyz  .π  

OR , Solve the triangle ,If  a=2  b=1+   and C=600.√3  

(b)  Prove :            .a )a b c a  b  c  b  c  a  |
|

2 2 2 + c + a + b |
| = (a )− b (b )− c (c )− a ( + b + c  

  

8. (a) Solve by row equivalent matrix method or inverse matrix method :  x+y=5 , z+y=3 , x+z=4 . 

  (b)  If one root of the equation  ax2+bx +c=0 is 4 times the other , show that 4b2=25ac . 



9.  (a) Derive the condition that the line y = mx+c   is tangent to the circle x2+y2 =a2 .Also write equation 

of tangent . 

    (b)  Evaluate :  . 

10.  (a)  Find the area circle x2+y2=a2 , by using integration. 

(b)  Find , from  first  principle, the derivative of   y= tan(ax+b). 

Group-c [5X6=30] 

 

11. Define one to one and onto  function. Let a function f : A→B be defined by  f(x)= x2/6  with  

 A={-2,-1,0,1,2} and  B={0, 1/6, 2/3, 3/2} . Find the range of  f. is this function one-one and onto both? 

Give reason. 

12. Prove that AM , GM and HM between any two positive real numbers satisfy the folloeing properties: 

i) AM.HM=GM2          ii)AM>GM>HM. 

13. Find the angle between straight lines whose equations are y=m1x+c1 and y=m2x+c2. Also find the 

condition of parallel and the condition of perpendicular. 

14. Define conjugate of a complex number . State De-Moivre’s theorem , use it to find the square root of 

.2+3i
2−36i  

15. A man wishes to fence a rectangular garden with 256 metres fencing material. Find the maximum 

area he can enclose. 

OR, a spherical ball of salt dissolving in water decreases its volume at the rate of  0.75 cm3/min . Find the 

rate at which the radius if the salt is decreasing when the radius is 6 cm. 

-The End- 
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Class-XI   Science                               Model Question Set – E                                       FM-100  

Time-3hrs                                            Subject – Mathematics                                             PM-40 

                                                                 Attempt all the questions. 



Group-A (5X3)X2)=30 

1.(a) IfA=[-2,4) and B=(2,5] find A∩B , and A-B . 

(b)        Prove that  f:R→R defined by  f(x)= 3x-5   is one one  function . 

(c)        Test the periodicity and symmetricity of  the function f(x)= sin  .2
πx  

2.(a)     In any triangle ABC, prove    a = b cosC + c cosB  

(b)        If  A  and  H  be  AM and  HM between two number  a and b , prove      ..a−A
a−H

b−A
b−H = A

H  

 (c )     Find the value of x , y , and z,  If  

3.(a)     Find the value of x and y if   (x+2)+yi = (3+i)(1+2i). 

(b)         Solve the following equation by Cramer’s rule  x - 3y = 0,  2x + y =7 . 

 (c)      If the  roots of the equation  a x2+bx+c=0  are in the ratio 3:4 ,prove that  12b2=49ac. 

4.(a)    Find the equation of  straight line passing through (5,-3) and  having equal intercepts on the axes.  

(b)        Find the equation  of circle passing through(0,3)  and  touches both axes in positive direction . 

(c)      Evaluate   

5. (a)   Find dy/dx     if  x3 + y3 - 3axy = 0 . 

(b)     Evaluate    .∫
 

 

dx
sin x.cos x2 2  

(c)   Find the points on the curve y= x3-3x2+1 , where the tangents are parallel to x-axis . 

Group-B [(5X2)X4=40] 

 

6.  (a)  Define contradiction. Construct truth table and comment on the result for 

~(p⇔q)≡(p˄~q)∨(q˄~p) . 

    OR, Define absolute value of real number .For any two real numbers x and y , prove |x-y|≥|x|-|y|. 

  (b) Draw the graph of     y=  sin2x  (- )   with its characteristics.≤x≤ππ   

7.  (a) If   8R2= a2+b2+c2 , Prove that ΔABC is  right angled triangle  . 



OR , Solve the triangle ,If  b=2  A=300  and B=450. 

(b)  Prove :            a     a     a  | + b + c − c − b − c + b + c − a − b − a + b + c | = 2 (a )+ b (b )+ c (c )+ a .  

 8.(a) Solve by row equivalent matrix method or inverse matrix method :  x+y-z=0 , 2x-z+y=2 , x+z=5 . 

  (b) Prove that a quadratic equation cannot have more than two roots . 

9.  (a) Derive the condition that the line y = mx+c   is tangent to the circle x2+y2 =a2 .Also show that  

 3x +4y=20 is tangent to the circle x2+y2=16 . 

    (b) A function f(x) is defined as follows:   f(x)=

  .  Is the function continuous at x=2 ?  If not2x    for x  2            for    x  3x     for  x  { − 3 < 2 = 2 − 5 > 2  

how can you make it continuous? 

10.  (a)  Find the area ellipse     =1  , by using integration.a2
x2 +

b2
y2

 

(b)  Find , from  first  principle, the derivative of   y= eax. 

Group-c [5X6=30] 

 

11.  Define  domain and range of a function. Find the domain and range of  f(x)= x2-6x+11. 

12. Derive the formula for  the sum of cube of first n natural numbers. 

13. Find the angle between pair of lines represented by  ax2+2hxy+by2=0   find the condition of parallel 

and the condition of perpendicular .Also write the condition that general second degree equation 

representing  pair if lines. 

14. Define complex number . State and prove De-Moivre’s theorem . 

15. .What are the criteria for a function y= f(x)  to have the local maxima and local minima at a point? 

Find the maxima and minima and Points of inflection of  f(x) = 2x3 -15x2 +36x+5. Also determine the 

point of infection. 

OR, Water flows into  an inverted conical tank at the rate of 24 ft3/min. when the depth of the water is 3 

ft, how fast the level of water rising if the height of tank is 6 ft  and radius of the top is 2 ft.  

 

                                                             -The End- 

 


